Effect of specific teaching techniques on cognitive learning, transfer of learning, and affective behavior of nurses in an in-service education setting.
To test the effects of different teaching techniques on learning, transfer of learning, and affective behavior of nurses, three hypotheses were developed based on Gagne's Theory of Knowledge Acquisition, Ellis' Theory of Transfer of Learning, and Bloom's Theory of Affective Consequences of Knowledge. The hypotheses tested were that an experimental (E) group will learn, transfer, and demonstrate affective behaviors significantly more than control groups. Subjects were 131 staff nurses. The E group (N=36) was taught by means of filmstrip with discussion (FD). Control groups II, III, and IV (N=33, 31, and 31 subjects, respectively) were taught by means of lecture alone (L), lecture with discussion (LD), and filmstrip alone (F), respectively. The content taught was Engel's Theory of Grief and Mourning Process. Pre- and posttests were done to obtain measures on learning and transfer. Results showed that the E group transferred significantly more than the L group; in general, all groups showed significant increases in learning and transfer; film groups transferred significantly more than the lecture groups; subjects preferred LD and FD significantly more than F or L. Implications were made for education of patients, students, and staff.